Denton FFA Alumni Association
P.O. Box 51086, Denton, Texas 76206

SCHEDULED REQUEST FOR FFA ALUMNI TRAILER USE
Financial Responsibility Acceptance Agreement
The person pulling a Denton FFA Alumni Assn trailer MUST be 21 years or older. Have a
current driver’s license. The pulling vehicle must have a current license plate, approved through
the vehicle inspection requirements of the State of Texas, Proof of automobile liability insurance
coverage properly endorsed to extend coverage to the owner of trailer under a towing policy
endorsement. FFA Trailers are to be used for the purpose of pulling livestock and AG Projects
related to the DISD FFA Chapters and not used for any commercial purposes.
The Denton FFA Alumni Assn states that to the best of their knowledge and belief that their
trailers are in sound and safe condition and free of any known defects or faults which would
affect its safe operation under normal use.
FFA TRAILER USAGE REQUEST
Specify Trailer Requested:
Date/Time to pick up trailer:
Date/Time to returned trailer:
Usage Purpose & Destination:

RESPONSIBLE PARTY INFORMATION
Responsible Party Name:
Cell Phone Number:
Driver’s License TXDL#:
Pulling Vehicle Description:
Pulling Vehicle Plate Number:
Vehicle Policy Insurance Provider:
Insurance Policy Number:

Denton FFA Alumni Association
P.O. Box 51086, Denton, Texas 76206

SCHEDULED REQUEST FOR ALUMNI TRAILER USE
Financial Responsibility Agreement
I do hereby agree to the following without exception: The FFA trailer will be used to transporting livestock
and AG Projects related to the DISD FFA programs. My vehicle insurance is current and covers no less
than the minimum coverage of General Liability insurance required by the State of Texas, properly
endorsed to extend coverage to the owner of trailer under a towing policy endorsement. The vehicle
being used for towing is current with the Texas vehicle inspection program. I hereby agree that I shall be
held fully responsible for any and all loss of or damage to the FFA trailer during my use of the FFA trailer
under this Agreement whether caused by collision, fire, flood, vandalism, theft or any other cause, I
accept total responsibility for any and all repairs and/or replacement of the trailer in the event of any
damage that occurs for reason by any party. I will make no claim against the Denton FFA Alumni Assn or
Denton FFA Chapter for any damage that may occur as a result of my use of this FFA trailer. I assume
all liability associated with the use of the FFA trailer during the time of my usage & possession. I will
clean the FFA trailer after use, and will forfeit further use of Alumni trailers if it was not signed out and
used appropriately, or if not cleaned adequately after use.
Responsible Party Printed Name:
Responsible Party Signature:

Dated:

Denton FFA Alumni Association
P.O. Box 51086, Denton, Texas 76206

Guidelines for FFA Alumni Trailer Use
1.) A written request for use of a Denton FFA Alumni Assn trailer must be submitted to
the Denton FFA Alumni President at least one week prior to the date needed (if
possible). This is to include the exact dates and times and usage description for the
Denton FFA Alumni trailer. Requests can also be given to the Alumni Vice
President in the absence of the President.
2.) Scheduled use of the FFA trailer will be on a first come first serve basis.
3.) All FFA trailers must be shared amongst Chapters to transport SAE projects to
same date/same location events or shows.
4.) Requests will only be granted to Active Alumni Members or DISD AG Teachers.
No-one under the age of twenty-one will be permitted to tow the trailer. Any
violation of this will result in the loss of these privileges for the violating requestor.
5.) The person requesting the use of the trailer will be designated the RESPONSIBLE
PARTY. The Denton FFA Alumni Association will not be liable for any fines, toll
road fees or damages incurred while the responsible party is in possession of the
trailer. You are required to agree to these usage guidelines and sign the financial
responsibility agreement for use of the FFA trailer.
6.) While FFA trailer is in the RESPONSIBLE PARTY’s care, custody and control, the
responsible party under this Agreement warrants as follows:
They will indemnify and hold the Denton FFA Alumni Assn, owner of the trailer
equipment harmless from all risk of loss, claims, damage or cause of action
arising out of its use including, but not limited to, any legal fee, the cost of
defense or a judgment resulting from any claim of negligent entrustment or
vicarious liability arising out of the receiving party's use, including the loading and
unloading of the trailer while in the responsible party’s possession.
The responsible party shall use the trailer only for the use contemplated by the
authorizing agreement between the parties and shall return same at the
completion of use to the location agreed to by the parties, free from defect,
ordinary wear and tear excepted.
The responsible party shall bear all costs associated with any physical damage
resulting from its use, and assume liability for any loss and/or damage to
equipment unless such loss or damage is caused by the negligent acts or
omissions of the owner.
The responsible party warrants that their auto liability coverage is properly
endorsed to extend coverage to the owner of trailer under a towing policy
endorsement.

Denton FFA Alumni Association
P.O. Box 51086, Denton, Texas 76206

Guidelines for FFA Alumni Trailer Use
7.) Along with signing the agreement financial responsibility, a copy of the responsible
party’s Auto Insurance Policy and Driver License will be required.
8.) Emergencies are inevitable, however a signed copy of the Financial Responsibility
Agreement, and a copy of the responsible party’s (insurance policy) and Driver’s
License will be required.
9.) Anytime using the toll road is necessary, you must not take the trailer through the
EZ-Tag Lanes. You must pay for the Trailer anytime it is hauled on a toll road.
Personal EZ-Tags are set up for your vehicle only and may not pick up the trailer.
10.) The trailer must be returned cleaned and in the same condition as it was
borrowed.
11.) The Denton FFA Alumni Assn is responsible for maintaining the trailer. If
anything on the trailer is defective or unsafe you must notify the Denton FFA Alumni
President or Vice President before removing the trailer from Denton FFA Alumni
possession. This includes tires, lights, etc…

